in §3. Special assets are dealt with in §4.
Theorem 5.1 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a ring with the above properties to be indecomposable, left (or right) perfect, semiprimary, left (or right) artinian, and for the left socle of the ring to be finitely generated. Thus we have, in particular, given a solution to a problem of Goldie [2, p. In Proposition 5.5 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a semiperfect ring R with projective, essential left socle to have projective, essential right socle. This proposition implies that the right socle is typically not even a projective submodule of RR.
Our main result in §2 is the following lemma (Lemma 2.2): If R is a ring in which the identity is a sum of orthogonal idempotents e¡, then the radical of R is left F-nilpotent if and only if the radical of e¡/?e¡ is left F-nilpotent for every /. Also in §2, we prove what might be a new lemma about reflexive, transitive relations on a finite set (see Lemma 2.7) . This lemma allows us to give a normal form for rings of the type characterized in Theorem 5.3. An example (see Remarks 5.4) shows that this normal form simply need not occur in more general cases.
We remark that this paper seems to inherently give rise to some apparently hard problems at various levels of abstraction. One glaringly obvious such instance:
What are, and what is the structure of, local rings which imbed in the ring of row-finite square matrices (arbitrary cardinality) over a division ring ?
We reserve possibly for a later paper the task of giving more specific and special results of our main characterization theorem, Theorem 5.1. To have done so in this paper would, we feel, have added only confusion and acted against the hopefully general tone of the paper.
Preliminaries.
For conventions and definitions utilized in this paper, we refer the reader to our earlier paper [4] .
(1.1) Throughout this paper, we use the concepts of Morita equivalence and the reduced ring to simplify our work. We call a ring R' reduced if R' = R'ex © R'e2 ©• • ■© R'en where the e¡ are primitive idempotents and F'e¡~F'e; implies i=j. where Btj is the etR'e¡-t^F'e, bimodule of mixmj matrices with entries in eKRe¡ (see, for example [3, p. 338] ). We call F' a reduced ring of R. R' is uniquely determined by the decomposition of F (not the ring F) up to inner automorphism (Osima [8, Theorem 3] (1.2) Proposition. Let R be a ring in which the identity is a sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents and let (in the notation o/" 1.1) F' = 1 'Fl ' be a reduced ring of R. Then the categories RJt and RJttf) are equivalent. In fact, the functors defined by M e RJt -> l'TVTe R.Jt and M' e R,Jt^-R\' <g>B. AT' e RJt are inverse equivalences. 2. Some lemmas. In this section we prove some lemmas which will be helpful to us in the rest of the paper.
(2.1) Lemma. Let R = (¡£)JiRei be a reduced semiperfect ring (the e¡s being orthogonal primitive idempotents).
Then J(R) = ^£,i*jetRej + ^,kJk where Jk = J(ekRek).
Proof. Suppose that e^Re^J. Then e^Re^Je,. Since R is semiperfect, the eks are actually local idempotents. We must have Re^Re, (for example, see [4, Proposition 2.3]). So, since R is reduced, i=j. Therefore, eiRe,=eiJej if i+j. Since /=2i.í e¡Je, and J(eiRei) = eiJei, the lemma is proved.
(2.2) Lemma. Let R be a ring in which the identity is a sum of orthogonal idempotents e¡. Then the following two statements hold.
(1) IfJ(eiRei) is nilpotent for every i, then J(R) is nilpotent.
(2) IfiJ(eiRei) is left T-nilpotent for every i, then J(R) is left T-nilpotent.
Proof. The hypothesis of the lemma implies that J=J(R) = 2t,y eje( (1) RM is artinian.
(2) eM is a finite dimensional left vector space over eRe/eJe for every primitive idempotent e in R.
Proof. Without loss of generality, F is a reduced ring. Given a primitive idempotent e e R, define a map cp : F -> eRe/eJe by cp(r) = ere + eJe. Then, since R/J is a direct sum of division rings, it follows that eM is the homogeneous component of the completely reducible module RM of isomorphism type Re/Je and that cp is a ring-epimorphism. Also, the diagram F x eM -► eTVT 9 eRe/eJe x eM -> eM commutes. Since it does, ker cp is contained in the kernel of the action of F on eM. So eM is the same whether regarded as a left F-module or as a left eFe/e\Te-module. But TVT has the form M =© 2 eiM where the ei are primitive idempotents of R.
The lemma follows.
IfR is a semiprimary ring, the following are equivalent. (1) eJlMIJi + 1M is a finite dimensional left vector space over e Re ¡eJe for every primitive idempotent e and every finitely generated RM.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) (eJe)iMj(eJe)i*1M is a finite dimensional left vector space over e Re/e Je for every primitive idempotent e and every finitely generated RM.
(3) (1) (or (2)) holds for every indecomposable direct summand of RR.
(4) R is left artinian.
(2.7) Lemma. Suppose that p is a reflexive, transitive relation on {1,..., «}. Then there exists a relation p* on {1,..., «} such that (a) p* is isomorphic to p and (b) /' p*jfor i <j implies j />* i.
Proof. Our hypothesis implies the existence of an m e {1,..., «} such that ipm always implies m pi. There is no generality lost in assuming m = n.
Let px be the restriction of p to {1,..., «-l}x{l,..., « -1}. px is clearly a reflexive, transitive relation on {1,..., n-1}. By induction, there exist a permutation -n of 1,...,«-1 and a relation y on {I,...',« -1} such that iyj and i<j imply/ y i; y being defined by iyj if and only if tt(í) px -rr(j), 1 ^i,j<n.
Define a permutation it* of 1,..., « by
Then define the relation p* on {1,..., «} by i p* j if tt*(í) p tt*(j). The reader will easily verify that p* works.
3. The construction. fil ®fû fil
is a commutative diagram of abelian groups where [Fa] y is the Ra -Ra bimodule°f xf x Xi row-finite matrices over R"(2).
(2) All tensor products in the remainder of the paper are taken with respect to the ring of integers. [March (4) There exist £¡6^ and e,eL" such thatfi}iei)=l¡R«]..andf¡'J(e,)=lítt«yl,for allaeQ with/75V0(3). Proof. Let x e L{j. Then
for every a. So tw(ei ® x)=x = tw(x ® ey) by 3.1(5).
(3.5) Remark. Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 show that tiU induces a ring structure (associative with identity) on Lit. With respect to this ring structure, every /¡f is a ring-homomorphism. Furthermore, Fy becomes, in the natural way, a (unitary) Lu-Ljj bimodule.
Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 also show that the ring F defined by the ^-set 3.1 is really a ring. By 3.4, the identity of F is the matrix lr."
The only thing left which causes any trouble is the associative law. This follows from 3.3. (4) The ring defined by the Si-set (n, eKRe¡, vikj, O, Ra,ffi ° cp/J1, x?) is isomorphic to R by the map which sends (ay) e R to (<?>«(%)).
Proof. (1) ISi./Sn is clearly a ring-automorphism of M. So the map cp:L^-M defined by cp(lu) = Í9uihi)), the <py being the same maps as in 3.7, is at least a group-isomorphism. That cp is actually a ring-isomorphism follows from the diagrams in 3.7.
Suppose next that there exists a ring-isomorphism Q;L-> M and that the rest of the hypotheses in the converse of the lemma are fulfilled. We have decompositions (1) tw is nonepic.
(2) ML^ML^MLidfor some nonzero ff. ThereforefS(H)<=ff(LH) wheneverf¡¡¿0. Butß(H)=fi%LiJ)fi1(Lji). Since(3) => (2) is trivial, the proof is completed. (3.14) Lemma. The ring R defined by the Si-set in 3.1 is a subdirect sum of the rings Ra defined by the Si-sets in 3.13.
Proof. Let Ua he the ring of all n x n matrices of the form (ufj), ufi e/y(F¡;).
Define f:R-~ Ua hy f'x((lii)) = (f?j(lii)). f is clearly a group-epimorphism. The diagrams in 3.1 (3) imply that the f's are ring-epimorphisms. Furthermore, if (lif) e kerf" for every a, then ti} e (~)a ker fifi for each pair i,j with 1 Si, j^n. So, by 3.1(5), (~)akerfa = 0. To finish, it is enough then to show that Ua is ringisomorphic to Ra. This is easy : Map (uff) e Ua to the na x na matrix in Ra whose (/,/) entry for (/',/') eNaxNa is uf-y where i' = raii), the ra's being as defined in 3.12. This works.
Remarks, (i) If conditions (a) and (b) of 3.9 hold in R, then R is a reduced ring. However, it is ostensibly quite possible that, in general, some (or even all) of the nonzero /?a's fail to be reduced.
(ii) An ^-set («, Fw, tikj, {1}, R1,^, v¡) is loosely speaking, equivalent to the existence of F(j-Fw bimodules Fi; such that the diagrams The following alternate way of looking at rings defined by ^-sets was pointed out to the author by E. C. Dade.
(3.15) Theorem. R is the ring defined by an Si-set if and only if there exist a family {R"}aen of rings, a family {Ma}aea of R" -R bimodules and a decomposition 1 = ex + ■ ■ ■ + en of the identity of R into a sum of orthogonal idempotents, such that (a) each Maei; i=\,.. .,n; ae £1, is a free R"-module;
(b) iff e R and Mar = 0for all aeQ., then r = 0.
Proof. In the notation of Lemma 3.14, consider the ring-epimorphism ga : R^-Ra defined in the proof of the lemma. ga is a representation of Ras (xi'+ • • ■ +Xn-J x(xi'+ ' ' ' +Xn-J matrices over R". Let M" be the corresponding representation module. Inspection of the representations ga verifies condition (a). Since H kerg" = 0, (b) also holds.
The straightforward verification of the converse of the theorem is left to the reader.
We remark that if one takes the Ra to be local rings, then (a) can be replaced by the cleaner looking condition:
(a') M" is a projective Fa-module, for all a eil. The reason for this is Kaplansky's well-known result that projective modules over local rings are free.
Special ^-sets.
There are some rather obvious and interesting ways to extend our definition of ^-set in 3.1. We have opted to resist doing this. First of all, we do not really know what the rings defined by ^-sets 3.1 are even in the reduced, semiperfect case. Secondly, the present definition is convenient for the main task of this paper-to characterize semiperfect rings with projective essential left socle. It will be clear to the reader that, at least in some cases, we could handle rings more general than semiperfect ones. (In particular, rings which are artinian modulo their radical.) We resist this temptation for the sake of simplicity and, hopefully, clarity. We say an ^-set («, Lif, tiki, O, R",fij', xf) is a special Si-set if the following conditions hold. If vapi, thenf^ is monk ifa=ß and zero otherwise.
ROBERT GORDON [March Proof. Assume//ai#0. By (4), va pB i. Since p is special, this implies in particular that vepva. But the y/s are p-maximal. So ve = va-i.e. a=ß. Next, by 3.1(5), 0 = P)y kerf¿ai = kerfva¡. Since LVai^=0 (because va pi),fv"i is monic as required.
(4.4) Theorem. Let R be the ring defined by the special Si-set in 4.2. Then R is a reduced semiperfect ring with projective, essential left socle.
Proof. That R is reduced semiperfect follows from 4.2(1), 4.2(2) and 3.9. By for every a. By 3.1(5) (and 3.6(4)), xpq e Ç\a ker 7^ = 0. Hence x = 0, that is, F has zero right annihilator. According to Gordon [4, Theorem 3.1], T=S and S is an essential, projective submodule of RR as was to be shown. We remark that since the eVa's are local idempotents contained in S, every ReVa is simple. Thus it is clear that the e"aF's are just the homogeneous components of S.
(4.5) Corollary. Let R be the ring defined by the special Si-set 4.2 and let l = 2"=iei be the canonical decomposition 3.6 of the identity of R as a sum of orthogonal, local idempotents et. Then, in the notation of 4.2, the left socle of R is the sum of its k homogeneous components Sa = eVaR. Furthermore, the following hold.
(1) The dimension^) of the completely reducible left R-module Sa n Ret is the dimension x? ofe"aFe¡ as a left vector space over the division ring eVaReVa~La.
(2) The dimension of Sa is given by 2xf= 2 xi.
Proof. Since F is reduced and ReVa is simple, the map r¡a : F -*■ eVixReVa defined by r¡a(x) = ev<zxeVa is a ring-epimorphism. So the diagrams (5.1) Theorem. Let R be a semiperfect ring with projective, essential left socle. Then there exist a special Si-set(6) («, Lu, tikj, p,fi¡) and positive integers mu ..., mn such that R is isomorphic to the ring of nxn blocked matrices in which the i,jth block of a typical matrix is an mt x m¡ matrix with arbitrary entries in Fw. Furthermore, the following statements hold.
(5) By the dimension of a completely reducible module BM we mean the cardinal number of simple summands in a direct sum decomposition of RM into simples. (1) mx, ■ ■ ■, mn are uniquely determined by R up to order and («, Lif, tikj, p,fj) is determined by R up to equivalent^) Si-sets.
(2) R is indecomposable if and only if the undirected graph defined by p is connected. (3) IfQ. is the set of p-maximal elements, then R is indecomposable if and only if given indices i andj with l£i,jén there exist a sequence ß0 = i, ßx,..., ßp =j and a sequence alt.. .,ap with afc e Í2 such that ak pßk-x and ak pßk for Ifík^p.
(4) R is left (right) perfect if and only if every L¡¡ is a left (right) perfect local ring. (5) The left socle of R is finitely generated if and only ifLai is a finite dimensional left vector space over the division ring Laa for every p-maximal element a and every i. If this is the case and every La is a left (or right) perfect local ring, then R is semiprimary.
(6) F is semiprimary if and only if the LH's are semiprimary local rings. (7) F is left (resp. right) artinian if and only if every Li} is a left artinian Lamodule (resp. right artinian L,rmodule).
(8) (7) holds with artinian replaced by noetherian.
Proof. Evidently, the ring defined by (n, Ltj, tlkj, p,fS) is formally the reduced ring of the blocked matrix ring in the statement of the theorem (see 1.1 and 3.9). Thus §1 and the assumption that F is semiperfect allow us to assume without loss of generality that F is reduced. Write F = 0 2f-i Rßi where the et are orthogonal local idempotents. Let p be the relation on {1,..., «} defined by ipj if e¡Fey^0 and let Vx,.. .,vK be the full set of distinct p-maximal elements. Given va, the assumption that the left socle S is essential implies that ReVa contains a simple. Since -S is projective and semiperfect rings are Krull-Schmidt, there exists an index i such that etReVa^0--i.e., i p va. So i=va and ReVa is simple. In particular, eVaReVa is a division ring.
Conversely, suppose Ret is simple and let / p i. This implies the existence of an epimorphism Re,,-> Re¡. Since this epimorphism trivially splits, we have Fc?y~Fe( by the indecomposability of Fe;. But F is reduced. This forces j-i implying that i is p-maximal. Thus ReVi,..., ReVk constitute a full set of isomorphism types of minimal left ideals of F.
We remark that the above argument shows in particular that va's exist. Next, since F is reduced, it follows that a given eVa acts like a left identity on any simple isomorphic to ReVa. So, by projectivity of S, each eVaR is a homogeneous component of S (and every homogeneous component has this form). This enables us to show that p is a special relation on {1,..., «}: Assume i pj. Then the preceding argument implies via Theorem 3.1 in [4] that eVaRelRej^0 for some i?a. Since eVaReiRej Ç e"aFe" we have va p i and va pj.
Let xf be the dimension of eVaRet as a left vector space over La = eVaReVa. Notice that x"a is trivially unity. Also, the natural action of e^Rej on eVaRe¡ (i.e., on the Proof. The extra hypothesis implies via 5.1 the existence of an "extra special" ■-set (n, La, tikj, p,ftj) defining R where p has a unique maximal element and every nonzero fu is monic.
Remark. Any semiperfect ring R with essential, projective left socle is a canonical finite subdirect sum of rings of the type characterized in 5.2 (see 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14). Thus many of the properties of R may be easily deduced from properties of the subdirect summands (or from the corresponding "extra special" ^-sets).
As a special case of 5.2, we obtain an interesting generalization of a theorem of (2) LijLji <= LH for i =£j, Lni = D for 1 ¿ / ^ n and Lin = 0 for 1 ^ i < n; (3) Lu # 0 for i <j implies Ln # 0 ; such that R is isomorphic to the ring of nxn blocked matrices in which a typical block is an w¡ x m, matrix with arbitrary entries in Ltj.
Proof. Theorem 5.1(3) implies immediately that R has a unique isomorphism class of minimal left ideals. So, with the exception of the normalization condition (3), everything follows from 5.2 and 4.5(1).
To show (3), let p he the reflexive relation on {1,..., «} defined by ipjifLi;^=0. Since (1) holds, p is transitive. So (3) is a consequence of Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 3.8.
Corollary.
A semiperfect ring R with projective, essential left socle in which indecomposable direct summands of RR have unique simple submodules is a unique ring-direct sum of rings of the type characterized in Theorem 5.3.
Proof. This is an instance of Theorem 2.8 in [4]. (5.4) Remarks. Let p be the reflexive relation on {1,..., «} defined in 5.2 by i pj if Lij^O. If p happens to be a partial ordering (transitive and antisymmetric), then the rings in 5.2 become blocked, triangular matrix rings. This follows from 2.7 (or Szpilrajn's Theorem). Note that a sufficient condition for p to be a partial ordering in 5.3 is for each LH to be a division ring. This is the case when, for example, R is left perfect.
Even for rings of the type characterized in 5.3, p may fail to be antisymmetric: Let F be the ring of/7-adic integers, / its radical and Q its quotient field. Then the reflexive relation defined by the ring of matrices of the form P J 0" J P 0 .0 Q Q.
is not antisymmetric.
Unfortunately, also, one cannot transport the normalization condition (3) of 5.3 to 5.2: Consider the nontransitive, antisymmetric, reflexive relation P = {(1, 1), (1, 3) , (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 2) , (3, 3) , (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4)}.
p is not isomorphic to a relation p* on {1,..., 4} satisfying (b) in 2.7. We leave the reader to find his own example of a ring of the type in 5.2 which defines the relation p.
We conclude with the following proposition, the proof of which is obvious.
(5.5) Proposition. Let Rbe a semiperfect ring with projective, essential left socle. Then R has projective, essential right socle if and only if there exists a special Si-set of the form («, Ll}, tikj, p, gf¡) where the reduced ring of R is the ring defined by the special Si-set (n, Ltj, tm, p,fa) and p is the reflexive relation defined on {1,..., «} byipjifjpi-
